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Abstract: Most robotic hands have been created at roughly the scale of the human hand, with rigid
components forming the core structural elements of the fingers. This focus on the human hand has
concentrated attention on operations within the human hand scale, and on the handling of objects
suitable for grasping with current robot hands. In this paper, we describe the design, development,
and testing of a four-fingered gripper which features a novel combination of actively actuated rigid
and compliant elements. The scale of the gripper is unusually large compared to most existing robot
hands. The overall goal for the hand is to explore compliant grasping of potentially fragile objects of a
size not typically considered. The arrangement of the digits is inspired by the feet of birds, specifically
raptors. We detail the motivation for this physical hand structure, its design and operation, and
describe testing conducted to assess its capabilities. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the hand in grasping delicate objects of relatively large size and highlight some limitations of the
underlying rigid/compliant hybrid design.

Keywords: gripper; continuum; design; grasping

1. Introduction

In a world largely shaped by the capabilities of human hands, it has long been an
aspiration of the robotics community to match the dexterity and versatility of human
hands [1–4]. Compliant mechanisms represent a class of robotic structures with poten-
tial to mimic the strength of anthropomorphic hands while expanding the dexterity of
the grip [5–7]. Soft robotic grippers offer high dexterity at the cost of repeatability and
strength [8,9], and show good versatility for environment applicability [10,11].

In this paper we introduce a new compliant robot gripper, termed the Claw. The Claw
is novel in three main aspects: (1) it is of an unusually large size with respect to most
robot grippers; (2) its design is inspired by the anatomy (feet) of birds; and (3) it features a
novel mix of continuum and rigid elements. Collectively, these qualities enable the hand to
demonstrate adaptive grasping across a range of objects typically outside the capabilities
of robot hands.

The Claw notably combines directly actuated rigid elements (enabling strong grasps
such as with the Barrett Hand [12]) with compliant continuum elements, which provide
inherent structural compliance and hence enhance grasp robustness without the need for
specialized embedded sensors. In relation to soft robotic grippers, continuum robotic
elements, as featured in the Claw, have a unique ability in relation to the manipulation
of objects. Often drawing inspiration from cephalopods [13], continuum robots are able
to use their inherent compliance to perform whole-body grasping [14,15], which sees the
continuum structure conforming one or more continuum sections to objects and then using
other portions of their body to carry out manipulation. Continuum segments have been
shown to create fully continuum grippers similar in dexterity to soft grippers [16].
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The hybrid combination of rigid and continuum elements forming the digits of The
Claw is unique to the best of our knowledge. In classifying existing robot hands, review
articles [17,18] classify digits as either rigid (possibly with flexibility in the joints) or soft
continuous. The combination of rigid and soft elements is cited as a future challenge in
the review article [19]. Robot hand hardware combining rigid and compliant elements and
described as hybrid have still formed the digits themselves from rigid elements, and only
included passive compliance in the transmission, e.g., [20,21], or in fingertip pads, e.g., [22].
The Claw instead combines both rigid and compliant continuum elements as active parts
of the digits themselves.

Humans and invertebrates have not been the only biological examples inspiring
robotic grippers. Avian hind limb anatomy has also been studied and used to create
robotic grippers [23,24]. Of particular interest with the rise of unmanned aerial vehicles
has been the inspiration of bird foot anatomy for perching and stability of lightweight
systems [25–29]. Biological inspiration has also found use for climbing and adherence to
the side of vertical surfaces [30,31].

The Claw is bio-inspired rather than biomimetic, in the sense that its design is generally
inspired by bird feet, but directly copying the design from biology is not the intent. The goal
instead is to capture the adaptability of avian limbs (feet), and to reproduce this adaptability
in a hybrid rigid/compliant robot structure. This aspect of bioinspiration guided the
topology of the design—number and relative placement of digits, and their general range
of motion—but not specifically the selection and placement of actuators. Similarly to
classical robotic hands such as the Salisbury hand [32] and the MIT/Utah hand [33],
the Claw features three digits facing an opposable digit.

In contrast to these and other tendon-actuated robot hands, such as the Robonaut
hand [34], the Claw is actuated via a combination of direct motor and pneumatic actuation.
Pneumatic actuation of dexterous robot hands and grippers has been demonstrated pre-
viously [4,35,36]. However, as observed in the review article [37], in the literature either
pneumatic or electric actuation has been implemented. The Claw features both modalities.

Furthermore, the Claw is significantly larger than any of these robot hands, with a
workspace up to ten times greater, enabling the grasp of a class of larger objects. The Claw
is explicitly designed to grasp and handle objects which are larger, in terms of volume,
than objects current robot hands can handle. A key goal is to expand the scope of robot
grippers beyond the current class of objects considered, as summarized for example in
the benchmark set in [38]. The set of objects in [38] is an excellent resource, which can be
used across a wide range of robot hands and grasping research. However, the utility of
such benchmarks in our case is limited, as the Claw is explicitly designed to grasp and
handle objects which are larger than any of the objects in the benchmark dataset of the
above paper.

Herein, we show that the Claw is capable of adaptive and gentle grasping of a range
of relatively large objects outside the scope of conventional robot grippers. The advantage
of the hybrid rigid/continuum gripper design in facilitating adaptive grasping is demon-
strated. In addition, cases wherein the gripping performance was inadequate give insight
into potential inadequacies in the hybrid design, and ways to solve those issues.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the physi-
cal construction of the Claw alongside the biological inspiration behind design choices.
Section 3 describes experiments to explore the capabilities and unique properties of the
hybrid rigid-continuum manipulator. Finally, discussion and conclusions are presented in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Materials and Methods

In considering avian physiology, there is a diversity of hind limb morphotypes that
appear to have adapted to benefit the various bird species in their daily activities [39],
including activities relevant to robot manipulation such as perching and capturing of
prey. Two particular hind limb morphotypes of interest in considering the capture and
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manipulation of objects are that of anisodactyl and raptorial morphotypes, which feature
three forward facing digits opposed by a single rearward facing digit, an example of which
can be seen in the top image of Figure 1. The Claw, introduced in this work and seen in the
bottom of Figure 1, is a large scale robotic gripper combining the use of continuum and
rigid segments in a design that is inspired by the functionality of these classes of avian
pedal morphotypes. The remainder of this section details the design and assembly of the
Claw, as well as the actuation and accompanying control elements necessary to operate
the gripper.

Figure 1. Biologically inspired by avian hind limb anatomy, e.g., Goshawk [40] (top). The Claw
(bottom) is a large scale hybrid rigid-continuum gripper with topology arranged in a similar fashion.
Note: the Goshawk hind limb is approximately human hand size, and the Claw is much larger.

2.1. Mechanical Design and Assembly

Drawing its origin from avian inspirations, wherein which most birds have four digits
per foot, the Claw features three forward facing digits and one rearward facing digit
as labeled in Figure 2. The outermost forward facing digits consist of two continuum
Sections (0.23 m in length), two rigid segments (0.2 m in length), and one revolute joint,
the decomposition of which can be seen in Figure 3. The distal most continuum section
mimics flexion of biological digits and is useful for encircling of objects. The compliance of
the continuum section allows it to conform to various object geometries or other compliant
objects. The proximal continuum section sits above the revolute joint at the base of the
digit and is used to drive the abductive and adductive movement of the Claw, enabling
the manipulator to spread and narrow its grip. The placement of the continuum section
above the revolute joint creates a mechanism that is compliant in the plane common to
the three forward facing digits while providing rigidity and strength in the direction that
external loads would be applied when grasping objects (namely forces into or outward
from the “palm”). The rigid segments, acting as reinforcing “bones”, add stability and
strength between the continuum sections, which are relatively weak given their compliant
nature. Unlike the outer forward facing digits, the middle forward facing digit of the Claw
consists of only one continuum section—to drive flexion—and two rigid segments. As with
the outside digits, there is a revolute joint connecting the two rigid segments, but in the
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case of the middle digit it is constrained to not rotate in the initial work presented here.
Future efforts may explore the addition of a continuum section above the middle revolute
joint to accompany the outer digits.

a

b

Figure 2. The Claw, a hybrid rigid-continuum gripper, features three forward-facing digits (a)
and one backward facing digit (b). The digits have rigid proximal structures, with their distal tips
compliant pneumatically actuated continuum elements. The backward facing digit (b) has its proximal
rigid element directly actuated by a motor. The digits (a) are coupled in abduction/adduction
(perpendicular to plane of image) by additional compliant continuum elements.

Proximal Continuum Section

Distal Continuum Section

Revolute Joint

(Passive)

Rigid "Bones"

Figure 3. Assembly of elements for single outer Claw digit. Not pictured: an optional talon added at
the end of the distal continuum section. Note the combination of rigid rod elements and compliant
continuum components.

The continuum sections used in this work are pneumatically driven continuum sec-
tions comprised of three extending McKibben muscles and a fixed-length backbone con-
structed of universal joints. These muscles were selected to be identical to those designed
for and reported in [41] due to their mechanical properties satisfying our design require-
ments. This choice simplified systems integration and control, at the cost of reduced grasp
strength (physical restrictions on input pressure) compared to the construction of sections
specifically dedicated to the Claw. By pairing two of the three muscles together and utiliz-
ing the fixed backbone length, we approximated a planar pair of opposing muscle groups
with a single continuum section. We applied this approximation of antagonistic muscles
to mimic the adductive/abductive and flexion/extension motions found in biological
appendages. The four muscle groups are depicted in Figure 4 as they are assigned in the
forward facing digits.
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Figure 4. The three muscles comprising each of the utilized continuum sections can be paired to
mimic planar, antagonistic muscle groups. The designated areas are the terminal points of the various
McKibben muscles contained within the continuum sections. Differentially pressurizing the sets of
muscle groups provides the actuation forces used to bend the structures.

The backward facing digit, denoted as the “thumb” through the remainder of this
work, is assembled using one continuum section—for flexion/extension—and one rigid
segment (0.25 m in length). The thumb contains the only motor in the gripper in order
to drive the opening and closing of the thumb with respect to the core assembly. The DC
motor is paired with a planetary gear box that then drives a worm gear assembly (shown
in Figure 5), to swing the thumb toward and away from the forward facing digits.

Worm Gear

Assembly

DC Motor Thumb

Forward Facing

Digits

Figure 5. Sub-assembly of the backward facing digit, featuring a worm gear. This digit is driven by
the pictured DC motor.
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The materials used for the main build of the Claw were chosen to increase strength
and decrease weight. Carbon fiber tubing (outer diameter 3.45 × 10−2 m) was ultimately
chosen for the rigid segments within the digits because of its high strength to weight ratio.
We considered creating these element via 3D printing, but rejected that option due to
concerns about durability. The continuum and rigid sections were connected using custom
3D-printed parts that were designed using SolidWorks. The pieces used in the construction
of the digits can be seen in Figure 3.

Talons that mimic the appearance and geometry of raptor talons were added to
the end of the distal continuum sections, as depicted in Figure 1. The optional talons
were comprised of 3D-printed plastic and designed to be easily removable as they were
sharp enough to potentially damage fragile objects. The talons were originally added
for cosmetic effect, to emphasize the biological (avian) inspiration. However, in several
experiments, the claws did assist in maintaining grasps, providing additional physical
constraints (form closure).

2.2. System Components and Function

In support of the rigid-continuum structure described above, the Claw has at its
core an Arduino Mega microcontroller to drive the actuation system. As the McKibben
muscles within the continuum sections are pneumatically actuated, the Claw utilizes an air
compressor and a series of pressure regulators (SMC ITV1050-31N1N4, manufacturer SMC
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) to extend and bend the continuum sections. The regulators are
directed by the Arduino Mega via a pair of Digital-to-Analog Converters (DAC, Adafruit
MCP4728, Adafruit Industries, New York, NY, USA), each of which can interface with four
pressure regulators. The microcontroller is also responsible for driving the thumb’s DC
motor through a standard DC motor driver (Cytron MD10C, Cytron, Penang, Malaysia).
A simplified diagram of the pneumatic system is presented in Figure 6. Not depicted is an
optional interface consisting of a series of potentiometers to control the pressures within
the various muscles groups and a momentary rocker switch that actuates the thumb motor
to open or close. Control of the gripper is simple and conducted by operating the rocker to
activate the thumb motor, and dials of the potentiometers to command the input pressures
to the other digit actuators. The interface refresh rate was 20 Hz.

Figure 6. Claw system diagram. A remote compressor provides the pneumatic pressure supply
for the compliant continuum elements. The desired pressure input for each individual muscle is
calculated on an Arduino Mega, and regulated with individual pressure regulators. The regulators
receive voltage input from the Arduino via the DAC, and use an internal feedback loop to regulate
the actuators to the corresponding pressure.

There are six essential regulators used for the Claw. The first two regulators separately
drive the abduction and adduction of the outer talons. A second pair of regulators is used
to drive the flexion and extension of the forward facing digits, and finally, a third pair
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controls the flexion and extension of the thumb. The maximum pressure that the regulators
deliver to the flexion driving muscles is 276 kpa. The abduction and adduction driving
muscles receive a maximum pressure of 207 kpa.

In addition to the six movements described above, two additional regulators are
available to change the direction of flexion for the outer talons and thumb to a plane that
does not align with the plane of the digit. This particular motion breaks from the traditional
movement of biological digits, which typically occupy a single plane of bending, but could
allow for more traditional robotic grasps like a cylindrical grasp while still spreading the
digits away from the center of the gripper. Operational specifications of the Claw are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical and operational specifications of the Claw.

Specifications of the Claw

Dimensions (m) Operating Pressure (kpa) Open/Close Speed (m/s) Weight (kg)

Length: 0.24 (base-mid digit tip) Open/Close: 0–276 Thumb: 0.25/0.33 4.92

Width: 0.72 (full abduction) Abduction/Adduction: 0–207 Digits: 0.27/0.27 N/A

3. Results

In this section, we present a series of preliminary experiments that highlight the range
of motion of the gripper and qualitatively assess the functionality of the Claw as a large
scale gripper.

3.1. Range of Motion

In this experiment, we explore the range of motion of the Claw, the results of which are
presented visually in Figures 7–9. First, as seen in Figure 7, we actuated the gripper to the
maximum and minimum spread of the forward facing digits, realizing approximately 30◦

of adduction and 30◦ of abduction from the baseline configuration. This means the overall
angle between the outer digits reaches approximately 120◦ (referred to as the divarication
angle in ornithology), which encompasses the full range of divarication angles reported
in anisodactyl morphotypes and approaches the upper limit of the same measurement
reported in raptorial morphotypes [39]. When fully spread, the distance between the end
points of the outermost digits measured approximately 1.1 m.

Figure 7. From the baseline, the Claw has approximately 30◦ of abduction (red) and 30◦ of adduction
(blue). Both abduction and adduction are actuated purely using pneumatic sources.
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Next, as with the abduction/adduction motion, we tested the range of flexion and
extension provided by the distal continuum section at the end of each digit. As seen in
Figure 8, the distal sections achieved approximately 120◦ of flexion. The extension of the
distal sections proved capable of straightening the continuum sections against the effects of
gravity and internal loads. We did not attempt to extend the fingers upward past the natural
capabilities of biological anatomy, but this range of motion is available to the gripper.

Finally, we demonstrate the full sweep of the thumb as actuated by the DC motor and
worm gear. As seen in Figure 9, the thumb has approximately 150◦ of travel. The total
length of the gripper when the thumb was fully rearward facing measured approximately
1 m.

Figure 8. Both forward and backward facing digits are capable of approximately 120◦ of flexion.
The degree of flexion varies with input pressure and contact with objects. Note that both electric (DC
motor) and pneumatic actuation are used for (only) the backward facing digit.

150°

Figure 9. The thumb (backward facing digit) is capable of 150◦ of travel and dynamic loads of 1.5 kg.

3.2. Grasping Capability

The Claw has a calculated maximum grasping force of 5.32 N when the outside
appendages are held at a 30 degree angle, which is considered baseline for The Claw.
30 degrees was chosen for the calculation as it is the center point between abduction and
adduction engagement threshold. Additionally, The Claw’s position in all of the following
experiments in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 is controlled by a human user, where it was lifted and
maneuvered using a long shaft extending from the base of the Claw. A stand was also built
to assist in supporting the Claw during static experiments and the grasping strength tests.

The next reported experiment involved a series of qualitative examples of the Claw’s
ability to perform as a gripper. We demonstrated this by picking up a variety of objects and
observing how the Claw responded to the different shapes, textures, and structures. We
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first conducted experiments to grasp a pair of soft, shaped objects, namely a standard book
bag (1.3 kg, 0.52 m × 0.17 m × 0.33 m) and a series of toy stuffed animals, as shown in
Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Both the book bag and the stuffed animals have sufficient
rigidity to retain their respective shapes while being handled by the Claw, resulting in
successful grasps. The compliance of the book bag allows the Claw to squeeze the bag and
the stiffness of the fabric keeps the bag from being able to slide out between the digits as
the bag’s shape is slightly changed. It can be observed that in the case of the stuffed animal,
the Claw exhibits a pinch like grasp, where the talons and the tips of the digits appeared to
be the main contact points with the stuffed animal. The scale and compliance of the Claw’s
structure are the enabling factors for this ability, which would be difficult to replicate on a
soft object of this size without a compliant gripper.

Figure 10. Grasping of a standard book bag (left) and a toy stuffed rabbit (right), length: 0.56 m,
width: 0.2 m, weight: 0.39 kg.

Figure 11. Demonstrating pinch grasp of a soft, conformable toy stuffed animal length: 0.62 m, width:
0.18 m, weight: 0.33 kg (0.12 m approximate grasp across toy’s midriff). Image evenly spaced for 12 s.

Next, we attempted to grasp a large spring loaded collapsible tunnel, which measured
0.46 m in diameter, 0.86 m in length, and weighed 1.13 kg. We initially approached the
tunnel in a similar sequence to the stuffed animal, with the “palm” of the gripper facing
downward, attempting to partially encircle the tunnel with the continuum sections while
executing a power grasp with the rigid segments. This resulted with the tunnel either
slipping through the continuum sections or rotating about the thumb and falling from the
open sides of the gripper. To combat the tendency of the tunnel to rotate about the thumb
and its exploitation of the relative weakness of the continuum sections, we then attempted
the sequence shown in Figure 12, in which we turned the palm upward to support and
balance the tunnel across the three forward facing digits and used the thumb to hold the
tunnel in place. As can be seen, this resulted in the Claw successfully grabbing the tunnel
from the surface. In executing this maneuver, we did find it necessary to initially place a
piece of aluminum extrusion (clearly seen in the right most image) against the tunnel to
prevent it from rolling away while we attempted the grasp. The grasping of the tunnel also
led to the detachment of one of the removable talons, seen left sitting on the table in the
right most image, which was easily popped back into place.
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In another experiment, we attempted to pick up one of the boxes on a cluttered
surface, arranged to create the potential for the box to shift or fall during the grasping
process. This experiment highlights the usefulness of the continuum sections in conforming
and encapsulating an object regardless of changes in orientation during manipulation.
The successful sequence can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Grabbing of a compliant, 0.45 m diameter collapsible tunnel. Image evenly spaced for 21 s.

Figure 13. Grabbing of a box dimension: 0.38 × 0.38 × 0.15 m, weight: 0.28 kg, in a cluttered, unstable
workspace. Image evenly spaced for 15 s.

3.3. Static and Dynamic Load Assessment

We then tested the Claw to determine how much weight it could support before failure,
i.e., a break or drop occurs. A static load test was performed by having the Claw grip a
cardboard container of negligible mass and slowly adding weight in 0.44 kg increments.
Two orientations were tested, where the first one was with the “palm” of the Claw facing
downward and the second one with the “palm” facing upward, as depicted on the left and
right of Figure 14, respectively. When the Claw was oriented “palm” down, it was able to
hold between 1.8 kg and 4.5 kg before the load fell from the Claw’s grasp. The high variance
in the point of failure appeared to dependent on the initial grip quality that the Claw had
on the container and the distribution of the load as it balanced on the thumb. As weight
was added to the box, the balancing point would shift. This resulted in the box tipping over
the side of the thumb, or being pushed down onto the continuum section which will begin
to deflect heavily once over a weight threshold. The strength of individual appendages can
be seen in Table 2. When the Claw was oriented with the “palm” facing upward, it was
able to support 4.5 kg with little to no sign of strain, even after supporting the load for an
extended period of time (>20 min). In this case, it was clear that the load was able to rest
and balance against multiple digits, providing a seemingly more robust grasp.

In addition to testing the hand’s static load capabilities, we assessed the capabilities of
the motor driving the thumb while traveling between open and closed positions, individual
digit strength, and the maximum load sustainable while moving through a defined path in
space. To test strength of the motor driving the thumb, we suspended increasing amounts of
mass from the end of the rigid segment of the thumb (at the base of the continuum section)
and moved the thumb forward and back until the strain of the mass appeared to stall or
nearly stall the motor. This maximum dynamic load was found to be approximately 1.5 kg.

To determine the maximum strength of individual digits, varying weights (seven weights
increasing from 0.05 kg to 0.35 kg by 0.05 kg increments) were hung from the rigid end of the
digit, just before the plastic claw inserts. The digits started in the gripped position at 40 psi,
with the “palm” facing upward. The starting height was kept constant between trials of the
same weight to consistently measure the digit’s sag. Each weight was tested 3 times for each
digit, for a total of 21 trials for each of the four digits, with the results for each weight averaged
for a given digit. Failure point was deemed as a 50% drop from the starting height.
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Figure 14. Static load test of the Claw in downward facing (left) and upward facing orientation
(right). Mass in the container was incrementally increased (discrete 0.44 kg intervals) until the mass
caused the object to slip from the Claw’s grasp.

The results, shown in Table 2, display the percentage of the total height that the digit
sagged under the tested weight. Individual digits were able to support 0.3 kg without
failing, and all tests failed at 0.35 kg, thus their exclusion from the table. Individual digits
showed varying drop percentages, with the middle forward-facing digit showing a drop
percentage 20% lower compared to the other digits at 0.3 kg.

Table 2. Results from testing maximum strength of individual digits. These results were adjusted
due to differences in total height between trials of different weight. As an example, 4.19 represents
Front Digit 1’s average drop, over three trials, as a percentage of total height with 0.05 kg of weight.

Adjusted Drop Percentage (as a Percentage of Total Height Measured from Surface)

Weight [g] Front Digit 1 Front Digit 2 Front Digit 3 Rear Digit

50 4.19 2.53 4.24 3.46
100 8.56 5.46 8.37 6.93
150 15.64 8.91 14.76 14.71
200 22.02 14.56 20.36 25.40
250 33.63 24.08 33.14 35.21
300 47.83 37.21 46.37 44.90

We conducted further testing to investigate the ability of the Claw to stably grasp
objects while moving. Objects chosen for this test were restricted to non-conforming objects
which traditional grippers may struggle to maintain or engage with. The objects used in
the test, along with their size and weight, are listed in Table 3, while images of the objects
can be seen in Figure 15. To fairly test the grasping ability on each object, the Claw was
moved in a determined path with consistent speed, with each object tested in “palm” up
and “palm” down orientations, simulating both scooping and pinching the object, where
the path is defined in the left-most image of Figure 16.
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Figure 15. From left to right: scoop grasp of soft tool bag and cable bundle, and pinch grasp of a soft
ball and foam padding.

Table 3. Characteristics of items used in the dynamic testing of grasping non-conforming objects.

Object Size Mass

Soft tool bag 1.79 × 10−2 m3 0.46 kg

Wire bundle 0.31 m diameter 1.49 kg

Soft ball 0.25 m diameter 0.16 kg

Foam padding 6.56 × 10−3 m3 6.5 × 10−2 kg

Figure 16. (Left) Diagram of path used for testing maximum sustainable load (starting with “Pause.
Claw is level” as indicated in the center). (Center) Brace designed to constrain Abduction and Adduc-
tion Muscle sway when the Claw is moving or rotating. (Right) Claw with the brace implemented.

The foam and the soft tool were tested at their empty weights, and also at added mass
intervals of 0.44 kg, 0.88 kg, and 1.32 kg. Each object was experimented 3 times through the
path in both Claw orientations. The results of the dynamic tests can be found in Table 4,
where a “P” represents the object completing the movement without falling out, and “F”
representing the object falling out at some point during the movement. For the “palm”
up tests, failures were mostly attributed to object being able to slide backwards into the
thumb, becoming unsettled that resulted in object slipping out as movement progressed.
The “palm” down failures were attributed to the continuum section of the thumb deflecting
under heavy load allowing the object to slip down and out of the object, most notably at
the −45◦ angle. Ultimately, the initial quality of the grip was the greatest determinate in
whether or not an object would pass the dynamic test.
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Table 4. Results of dynamic testing of grasping of non-conforming objects. Each object was tested 3
times in both palm up and palm down orientations. The letter “P” and “F” represent a pass and a fail,
respectively.

Object Palm up Tests Palm down Tests

Ball P P P F P P

Bunny P P P P F F

Wire Bundle P P P F F F

Soft Tool bag (empty) P P P P P P
Soft Tool bag (0.44 kg) P F F P P P
Soft Tool bag (0.88 kg) F F F P F P
Soft Tool bag (1.32 kg) F F F F F F

Foam Padding (empty) P P P P P P
Foam Padding (0.44 kg) P P P P P P
Foam Padding (0.88 kg) P P P P P P
Foam Padding (1.32 kg) P P P F F F

One issue that came to light during dynamic testing was a weakness regarding the
adduction and abduction muscles. Pressure was only applied to the muscles when under
adduction or abduction, and once maximum or minimum spread was achieved, only then
was there enough pressure in the muscles to maintain their positions. This results in the
outside appendages shifting left and right as the Claw is moved around if the muscles are
in any positions except the maximum or minimum spread. To counteract this undesired
movement, a brace (center and right-most of Figure 16) was created to help support the
adduction and abduction muscles so there would be less sway in the appendages.

A Supplementary Video S1 showing some of the above described experiments is in-
cluded.

4. Discussion

When observing the individual elements of the Claw, namely the rigid versus the
continuum segments, there are a number of disadvantages that would make either element
a poor universal gripper. The continuum sections are useful for compliant grasping and
adapting to various object geometries, but the sections are not very strong and can be
manipulated and pushed into different directions by external forces. Conversely, the rigid
elements exhibit relatively high strength and the ability to support external loads, but also
lack the ability to conform to environmental objects. In light of these individual shortcom-
ings, it was a key premise of the Claw to explore how rigid and continuum joints can be
combined to make a better gripper.

One clear advantage of the hybrid rigid-continuum nature, at least from the perspec-
tive of continuum robots, was displayed during the static load test. The strength of the
rigid sections provided stability for the applied load while the continuum sections con-
strained the objects from shifting in an unstable manner. Likewise, throughout the grasping
experiments, we observed the nature of the continuum sections to encircle and secure loads
while the rigid segments supported loads and solid anchors for the continuum sections.

In considering our restriction of the middle forward-facing digit from participating in
the abductive/adductive movement, we initially chose to reduce the number of regulators
necessary to actuate the system in applying this constraint. In the abduction/adduction
of the outer digits, it is possible to achieve the desired motion by mirroring the inputs to
the digits, using only two regulators to drive both outer digits toward and away from the
middle digit. In actuating the middle digit in this manner, it would be necessary to chose a
priori which direction the digit would move in, or to provide two independent inputs for
this digit alone. This would result in more complex hardware without a clear advantage or
inspiration from avian foot anatomy.

One way we might relax the restriction of the middle digit in future work would be to
explore adding webbing between the digits. Webbing could allow the Claw to grasp more
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abnormally shaped objects and prevent the objects from sliding out between the digits. It
would likewise allow the middle digit to move naturally towards either of the outer digits
without leaving a large gap that might allow for a grasped object to escape.

Other material alterations to explore in future work include adding padding to the
digits, similar to that which raptor anatomy exhibits. Padding could help prevent objects
from sliding out by increasing friction between objects and the digits of the Claw. In order
to aid in the grasping of larger, more irregular objects, we could also explore including
additional continuum or rigid sections, much like the addition of extra phalanges in
an appendage.

Other modifications that could be made in the future include consideration of alterna-
tive methods of construction for the revolute thumb joint. The existing joint has some play
within it, so that the digits bend slightly more than desired under high loading conditions,
generally dependent on where an object is situated in the grasp. The joints are currently
reinforced with super glue, but alternative methods of connecting the joints that is stronger
and easier to assemble are desirable.

Adding more and different variations of sensing could also improve the Claw. Envi-
ronment, contact, and shape sensing would increase the usefulness by allowing the Claw to
sense when it is touching an object and also what the shape of the object is. This would also
help with navigation in cluttered environments if visibility from a (teleoperating) user’s
perspective is low or when the Claw is being operated autonomously.

5. Conclusions

We have introduced an adaptive gripper constructed from a combination of rigid and
compliant continuum elements. The four-digit gripper, inspired by the feet of raptors,
is of relatively large size, and designed for unusually large scale operations suitable for
manipulating payloads such as luggage. The combination of rigid and continuum compo-
nents enable novel modes of grasping and manipulation, trading off the adaptability of
the continuum elements with the structural rigidity of the rigid ones. Experiments with
the gripper illustrate its ability to gently but securely grasp objects of a variety of sizes and
material properties.
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